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Unused commuter benefits irs covid- 19

SUBURB, N.A. - U.S. Representatives Kathleen Rice (NY-04), Peter King (NY-02), Gregory Meeks (NY-05), Lee Zeldin (NY-01), and Tom Suozzi (NY-03) today sent a bipartisan letter to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) urging the agency, to consider the options available to the regulatory authority to provide targeted relief to individuals who have accumulated unused
transportation benefits due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The letter also encourages the IRS to issue new guidance on unused delivery benefits to address ongoing confusion between employees, employers and third-party providers. Many Long Island commuters are enrolled in transportation benefits programs, where a certain amount per month of pre-taxed wages are deducted
from paychecks to pay commute costs. With several industries initiating work on home policies during the pandemic, many of these individuals no longer have access to or use these funds as designed. Working families on Long Island need help in this pandemic, and they also benefit greatly from access to unused commuter funds, said Rep. Kathleen Rice. The IRS should allow
commuters who have already allocated money to transportation benefits programs to utilize that money for current needs. It is extremely important that the IRS provides access to Long Islanders' access to unused funds, said Rep. Peter King. The pandemic has been devastating for all and there is certainly no need for the IRS to punish those who are not guilty. We have to be
stronger, not weaker. Transportation benefits that sit unused for commuters during the pandemic should be used in the form of financial aid, said Rep. Gregory W. Meeks. Working families are in need of relief, and the IRS may provide some of that much-needed relief by letting commuters enrolled in the program utilize transportation funds. For hardworking Long Islanders, every
penny counts, especially as they emerge from the outbreak of coronavirus, said Rep. Lee Zeldin. Long Island commuters used programs to responsibly set aside money they thought they could use for public transportation costs. Then they got caught working from home instead. They deserve guidance on how to access unused funds and their hard-earned money. Too many Long
Islanders who now work from home have pre-taxed wages deducted from paychecks to pay for unused transportation benefits programs offered by their employer, said Rep. Tom Suozzi. With many workers and families in need of critical financial support, the IRS needs to find ways to tap into these unused commuter funds for targeted relief and other essential purposes. People
can't wait - they need all the help they can get. The full text of the letter can be found here and below: The Honourable Charles P. Rettig Commissioner Revenue Service 1111 Constitution Avenue, N.W. Washington, D.C. 20220 Dear Commissioner Rettig, We Write We Write urges the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) to issue guidance on qualified transport fringe benefits for
unused commuting funds, and to consider further exemptions for some workers affected by the Covid-19 crisis. In our districts of Long Island and the surrounding New York Metropolitan Area, many employees take advantage of pre-tax transportation benefits programs to help employers save money annually on commuting costs. Since New York quickly became one of the
hardest hit states for COVID-19 earlier this year, many have been forced to work from home indefinitely. Workers in industries are uncertain about their employment, and many workers do not know when or when they can return to work. Many individuals and businesses continue to face disruptions at this challenging time. Employees enrolled in transportation benefits programs
usually choose to pay a certain amount per month in pre-taxed wages deducted from paychecks to pay commuting expenses. Current IRS regulations generally allow employees to modify or withdraw choices related to qualified delivery of fringe benefits before fringe benefits begin. While this allows flexibility in the amount that workers can contribute to their transit costs on a
monthly basis, the national emergency COVID-19 has resulted in a number of cases where individuals have accumulated unused funds that they can no longer access or use as intended. In some cases, commuters have not suspended benefit choices in time to avoid a monthly deduction from their pay. Other individuals who had accumulated unused funds for commuter bills
were no longer able to use these benefits as planned due to work disruptions caused by a pandemic. Although these funds can usually be used for future commuting costs, many still don't expect to re-commute for the foreseeable future. This situation has also caused confusion around commuter benefit programs, which are handled by an external provider such as WageWorks.
While the IRS regulations allow for unused benefits for carried over periods, these plans differ between employers and third-party providers. The current legislation also provides that an employee must lose unused commuter benefits at the end of employment. This applies to workers who may be terminated because of COVID-19. As you know, businesses across the country are
facing financial difficulties and, as a result, are facing retention of workers. If an employee ceases to exist as a covid-19, he/she loses the unused amount accumulated in the commuter account. These persons may be forced to a significant amount of unused commuter benefits that they were unable to access as a result of this ongoing crisis and not a mistake of their own. Many
workers and families are in critical need of financial difficult economic times and can benefit greatly from direct access to commuter funds not in extensive use for other essential purposes. Therefore, we urge you to consider the options available to the IRS regulatory authority to provide targeted relief to individuals who have accumulated unused transportation benefits due to the
ongoing pandemic. In addition, we strongly recommend the IRS issue additional guidance on unused transportation fringe benefits to address ongoing confusion between employees, employers and third-party service providers. Thank you for your thoughtfulness. Yours sincerely, when we started in 2020, all our legislative forecasts for this year would have been wrong. After all, it
was an election year that typically creates a strong stalemate and not much else. But as we all know, by 2020 we have everything but typical. In fact, in the first 7 months of the year, we experienced more than 7 significant legislative changes. In case you haven't adopted these legislative changes, here's the quick run down. 7 legislative changes relevant to your benefits 1.
Prescription drugs and medicines no longer require over-the-counter drugs and medications The CARES Act has permanently made OTC drugs and drugs that can pay acceptable expenses from FSAs, HRA's, HSAs without a prescription. For the 2020/2020 and 2021/20 What does that mean? You no longer need to visit or call your doctor for a prescription that otc meds covered.
Other common items now include: analgesics, cold &amp; flu remedies, decongestants, first aid &amp; rash creams. Check out the sample list to see more OTC items. 2. Menstrual care products are eligible for reimbursement The CARES Act has also extended the definition of eligible items to include menstrual care products. This means women's care products, including
tampons, pillows, menstrual cups/diva cups, panty liners, period panties and feminine wipes, can be purchased with a tax-free health bill. For OTC items, this rule applies equally to all otc items as 3rd 2020. The insurance covers COVID-19 testing The Families First Coronavirus Act provides that all private insurance plans cover COVID-19 testing deductibles, co-insurance or co-
pays. In most cases, the provider of the COVID-19 diagnostic test is reimbursed at a negotiated exchange rate or at a published cash price paid by the plan or issuer. 4. Tele-health services may be covered before deductible and remain eligible for HSA support The CARES Act allows tele-health services to be covered by the 2021 Budget. Previously, these tele-health services
were only eligible to be paid from HSA after it was deductible from insurance. A in the case of services, the services may not normally be paid with insurance until the deductible amount is met, unless the service is a preventive benefit. 5. The deadline for the plan is automatically extended the Pandemic Period Guide to the IRS and the Department of Labor automatically extends
certain deadlines: Enrolled in coverage paying COBRA resume coverage submission claims under the Plan This Guideline, released on April 29, identifies the pandemic period as a twilight zone for the time that does not matter the normal deadlines. When the pandemic period is over, the clocks will start to return. (Since we are still in a reported pandemic, this date remains a
moving target.) 6. Thanks to COVID-19, exemption options for FSAs in response to COVID-19 may allow employers to amend their plans for mid-year changes, including: Extending the claims period until 12/31/20 For medical FSAs and health FSAs (without a qualified event), employers have the option to amend the plan in order to take advantage of it. 7. Medical FSA
transmission increases during $550 since the introduction of the medical FSA rollover in 2013, the rollover function is set at $500 without fluctuations. One of the many notices from the IRS (Notice 2020-33) not only increases the current rollover from $500 to $550 medical FSAs, but finds that it now needs to adjust annually for inflation. So... What's next? Although a number of
questions and concerns were answered during the turmoil marked 2020, there are still some key questions. We will continue to monitor the situation and look for potential relief, particularly for commuters. A closer look at commuter benefits While unused funds for the public transport and/or parking benefit bill automatically roll over month after month and are not lost, there needs
to be more flexibility. What they were hoping for was a short-term disturbance is now in its fifth month. In bri's July 15 webinar, which is a realignment of your benefits, 89% of participants expected at least some remote work to continue until the end of 2020. This creates a situation in which workers need opportunities and legislative changes are needed. Possible approaches would
be a relief: It allows workers to move funds between public transport and parking bills. Expand eligible commuting costs for car sharing, bike sharing or other alternative transport. Allow a one-time taxable refund for employees who are unable to take advantage of the benefit. While it's hard to speculate if an exemption should be granted, you can contact the IRS to ask for relief and
guidance at this difficult time. Be sure to share a little IRS love. Love.
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